
Teams
Migration
Overview
Migrate channels, Planner, conver-
sations, files, notes, attachments, 
members, guests, permissions, and 
more with Cloudiway!

FULL MICROSOFT TEAMS MIGRATION

The platform supports all types of Mi-
crosoft Teams, including the migration 
of private channels and subteams.

EASY AND INTUITIVE USER INTERFACE

Intuitive user interface that helps 
streamline the migration process. This 
means that even non-technical users 
can use it with ease.

MAXIMUM MIGRATION PERFORMANCES

The fastest migration on the market. 
Migrate hundreds of teams per day!

CUSTOMER SATISFACTION

Never compromising on the quality of 
our products and services is how we 
ensure successful collaborations.

Mike Ammerlaan,
Director of Microsoft 365 Ecosystem 

marketing at Microsoft Corp
“With years of experience and a new 

interface, Cloudiway offers a solution to 
MSPs and IT Professionals.”

Pioneer In Teams Migration

Since 2019, Cloudiway has been at the forefront of Teams migration, providing a simple, secure, and fast 
migration process.

The platform supports migration from various sources, including Exchange, and SharePoint.
Cloudiway has improved its Microsoft Teams migration tool over time, and the product is now the most 
robust and intuitive on the market.

Make It Simple

Don’t let the fear of a complicated Microsoft Teams migration hold you back.

Cloudiway’s Teams migration solution helps businesses perform elaborate technical migrations through 
a simple SaaS interface. Migrating teams requires no additional software installation or overhead, and 
migrations can be performed securely and quickly.



MICROSOFT TEAMS MIGRATION

The expansion of MS Teams within companies and 
extensive accounts is a strong trend toward cloud 
computing and collaboration tools that will contin-
ue to develop.

Microsoft Teams has become an essential tool for 
businesses, enabling them to collaborate efficient-
ly. However, migrating to Teams can be complex, 
especially for organizations with large
amounts of data and users.

Cloudiway comes in here, offe   ring a comprehen-
sive solution for Teams migration. It is an all-in-
one solution that simplifies the migration process, 
ensuring that users can quickly and easily migrate 
their Teams environment from one tenant to an-
other with minimal disruption.

Migrate Teams with a complete set of features!
Here’s a look at some of the features and benefits 
of using

Cloudiway for MS Teams migrations:
 » Audit, create, rename, and discover your teams 

and channels to migrate.

 » Manage and migrate all teams, Groups, and 
Microsoft SharePoint content.

 » Split, and merge your teams (one-to-one, 

one-tomany, or many-to-one channel).

 » Everywhere you want (Teams, SharePoint sites, 
libraries, or folders).

 » If the source is an Office 365 group (not a 
team), there is an option to convert it to a 
team.

 » Maximum throughput, working around throttling 
limitations using Microsoft API’s.

 » Automatically creates teams at the target.

 » Permissions and membership retention.

 » Batch migration and delta passes.
 » Migrate one-one private messages and chat 

groups messages
 » Inject / Rehydrate directly into the chats.

Follow the entire process and its progress in re-
al-time from a simple interface

 
SECURITY AND COMPLIANCE
Cloudiway Teams migration tool ensures 
that data is migrated securely and in com-
pliance with industry standards. Provid-
ing features such as data encryption and 
multi-factor authentication
to ensure maximum security. Cloudiway 
SaaS is hosted on Microsoft Azure, and it 
means that Cloudiway benefits from Azure’s 
security, ensuring the safety of the infra-
structure.

More specifically:

• Cloudiway does not store your mail, 
files, or site data.

• The migration takes place in mem-
ory only: the migration engine con-
nects to the source, pulls data, and 
pushes it in real-time.

• Connections to the source and the 
target are done using HTTPS, so no 
data is transferred unencrypted 
over the internet.

• Nothing is stored internally.



More Services With Cloudiway

Careful planning and smart configuration are 
the keys to any successful migration. Aided by 
Cloudiway support, our customers have a proven, 
stepwise way to a successful, high-fidelity migra-
tion.

Consulting services complete the solution and 
make it possible to rely on an expert consultant 
to implement your migration project with Micro-
soft Teams.

All-In-One Solutions

If you are moving files and mailboxes on the 
way, Cloudiway offers a package that covers all 
your needs. it is possible to migrate collaborative 
tools like Google Shared Drive or Slack to Teams 
and to rationalize the communication points.

WHAT IS MIGRATED?

 » Microsoft Teams

 » Teams Settings

 » Public, private and shared channels and properties

 » Files

 » Messages and replies

 » Mailboxes

 » Preservation of Metadata ( creator, created date)

 » Permissions,owners and membership

 » Tabs

 » Planners

 » SharePoint Site

 » One-one Private messages

PRE-PROCESSING TOOL

The pre-processing tool creates 
the team at the target if it does 
not already exist. It ensures that 
the migration account will have all 
the necessary permissions during 
the migration.

HIGH AVAILABILITY

99.9% guaranteed availability. All 
data transfers are encrypted.

COMPREHENSIVE MIGRATION

Migrate all aspects of a Teams 
environment, including channels, 
files, conversations, and settings.

Instead of Highlighting “The Audit Feature”, Highlight 
the migration of One-One Chat messages

The Audit feature is a great way to measure the 
number of channels, conversations, files and mem-
bers before starting the migration.
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SharePoint

Cloudiway has a powerful Share-
Point migration engine. The associ-
ated SharePoint site of the team is 
entirely migrated. Including menu, 

publishing pages, libraries, fields, Termstore, 
subsites, etc.

Cloudiway plans to roll out more 
features and functionality for Teams 
migrations. If you didn’t find what 
you are looking for or have any 

concerns, do not hesitate to contact us.

Microsoft OneNote

Planner
• Each team and Office 365 

Group is created with a Micro-

soft Planner, retrieving statistics 

for Planner usage is not possible,

• Task Title, Buckets, Assignees, Progress, 

Start and end dates are migrated.

• Labels and Checklists are migrated,

• Description and Attachments (Links 

pointing to old SharePoint sites will not 

be translated).

About Us

Founded in 2010, Cloudiway is a cloud migra-

tion and enterprise coexistence SaaS that help 

IT professionals migrate mailboxes, documents, 

groups, sites, archives, teams between different

productivity and collaboration systems such as 

Google Workspace and Microsoft 365. Whether it 

is cross-tenant, on-premises to the cloud, or en-

terprise coexistence, to migrate small businesses 

or large corporations, Cloudiway is the company 

to turn to.

Ask for a Demonstration

Free trials and demos are available.

Our migration experts are always available to 

find the most convenient time to migrate. Pro-

viding support and guidance, ensuring that your 

migration is a success.

To learn more about how we can help you mi-

grate your Teams, contact us at cloudiway.com!
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